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Abstract

Collaborative Patient Care Systems have become increasingly popular in the last years as they enable patient-centric quality care delivery to ensue. However, past experiences have shown that technical systems in healthcare are often complex and if not implemented carefully, taking into consideration multiple stakeholder perspectives, they generally fail to realize their full capabilities. Hence, this paper aims to answer, how Activity Theory can facilitate the understanding of the benefits and challenges of a complex technology solution in healthcare. For this purpose, a case study is examined, in which a patient care system, implemented at a hospital in Australia, is mapped to an activity system. Further, problems of the system are uncovered and resolved by the application of an enhanced Activity Theory framework. The study’s outcome demonstrates that the introduced framework is an ideal tool to analyze and improve socio-technical systems in healthcare and helps to achieve their full potential.

1. Introduction

Collaborative Patient Care Systems (CPCS) have received much attention in recent years because they bring new technological possibilities, which hold benefits both for health institutions and patients. CPCS provide on the patient’s side entertainment and educational features, while on the clinician’s side they offer improved digital communication, computer supported processes, and advanced documentation. Out of these opportunities evolve systems which can enhance the reputation of hospitals and can help them to save costs by improving and streamlining processes [1].

Nevertheless, there exist challenges: CPCS are considered to be complex and critical due to the fact that they deal with human lives. An example of the dangers of using IT in healthcare is the case of the medical electron accelerator Therac-25, which caused several human deaths by massive radiation overdoses [2]. For this reason, it is important to design, develop, and operate systems, bearing in mind the system’s risks. Additionally, healthcare systems should not have any flaws which affect the patient’s experience or the workflows in health institutions negatively.

In order to prevent such errors and risks, it is suggested to describe CPCS with the social context they are embedded in. This approach has been confirmed as useful in former research [3].

In this paper, we analyze a CPCS, which is in use at a non-for-profit hospital in Australia, in terms of a single case study. To this case study, we apply a theoretical framework, discussed in the next sections, and demonstrate that it is a suitable tool to depict socio-technical systems (STS) in healthcare, as well as disclosing solutions for existing problems in STS.

2. Background

“If we focus only on practical usefulness and exclude explanation and interpretation, we do serious harm to our very nature as researcher” [4]. With this statement, Kuutti [4] highlights the key role of theory in activity assessment of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) systems.

Albeit there are many theories, which try to describe complex actions and matters in information technology, it is a challenge to select the most suitable theory for one’s own research purposes.

For instance, Structuration Theory, developed by Giddens [5], explains the interplay between society and the individual. Giddens outlines in his theory that social structures have an impact on human activities, but they also result out of those activities. Essentially the focus of Structuration Theory is to explain how system structures change during time rather than how systems work in particular [6]. The theory is criticized for its high level of abstraction [7] and moreover does not provide descriptive tools to illustrate processes and uncover system problems. This makes it difficult to
analyze specific HCI systems in detail. Structuration Theory tends to be a useful tool to describe the evolution of a corporate culture than to illustrate specific activities [8].

An alternative to depicting HCI activities could be the Actor-Network Theory (ANT) created by Latour [9]. This theory places emphasize on the participation of non-human actors in social processes. Hence, a network consists out of several actors, respectively “actants”, which can either be a human or a technological entity. ANT has been criticized by Engeström [10] for reducing all actors into “black boxes without identifiable internal systemic properties and contradictions.”. In addition, Miettinen [11] raises doubts, that the symmetrical semiotic vocabulary of ANT is not the right concept for describing HCI.

Thus, there is a need for a more operational theory than Actor-Network Theory and Structuration Theory to capture the dynamics of IT in an organization. We proffer Activity Theory (AT) as such a theory [12].

AT differentiates between actors and objects, defines information technology as a mediator and describes the circumstances of activities precisely. This makes it suitable for usage in an HCI context. But we contend it is especially useful for Socio-Technical Systems (which pertain to HCI) in healthcare as we shall discuss.

3. Evolution of Activity Theory

Activity Theory is a descriptive tool [13] which tries to illustrate human practices and the social context in which they are embedded. The history of AT can be divided into three generations:

First, the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky [14] introduced the mediated act. For Vygotsky the interactions between human agents and objects are always connected by a mediating object [14]. This mediator can be a tool, sign or cultural mean. For instance, a radiologist (subject) examines a patient (object) by the help of an MRI (mediating object).

Second, the Soviet developmental psychologist Leontiev [15] extended Vygotsky’s theory [14] by the collective notion of activity [16]. He identified that, in order to describe an activity, it is necessary to take account of the community and the social context in which the activity is embedded [15]. Regarding the example described above, the radiologist (subject) examines a patient (object). Throughout the process he is supported by nurses or other assistant doctors (community).

Further, Leontiev [15] outlined the hierarchy of activity. According to him, an activity is driven by a motive and consists out of several actions [15]. These actions are following specific goals and again can be divided into operations [15]. An operation is the smallest entity of the hierarchical structure and depends on the environmental conditions of itself [15].

Lastly, Yrjö Engeström [17] progressed the theories of Vygotsky and Leontiev into an applicable model of systemic structure of human collective activity [18]. Engeström’s activity system is still today the most common variant for collective activities and, therefore, lays with Leontiev’s hierarchical activity structure the foundation for today’s research on AT [19].

Engeström’s activity system incorporates subject, object, and community, as well as the mediating objects: tools, rules, and division of labor. All these elements then are transformed into an outcome. Table 1 describes briefly each component of the activity system.

Continuing the example, the radiologist (subject) would examine the patient (object) with the help of MRI (tool), in a hospital setting (community), in which several nurses, doctors and chief physicians work (division of labor). During examination the doctor must stick to general medical ethics and follow the principles of the hospital (rules). When the examination is done, a diagnose protocol is written and the patient gets educated about their results (outcome).

<p>| Table 1: Activity Theory - Description of elements [20] |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AT Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>The subject acts according to its own motives and goals. It is transforming the object into a specific outcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>An object can be physical, less tangible (e.g. a plan) or not tangible at all (e.g. ideas). The object can alter and evolve during the activity is performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>The community is the group or team in which the subject is performing the activity. It also includes persons who take an interest in the activity (stakeholders).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Tools mediate the relationship between subjects and objects. They can be of both physical (e.g. computers) and non-material nature (e.g. software, language).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Rules are explicit as well as tacit laws, norms, conventions and expectations. They determine the interaction between subject and its community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division of Labor</td>
<td>The definition of labor defines implicitly and explicitly the roles and hierarchy of the community with regards to the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>The outcome is the modified and altered object after the execution of the activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Contradictions in Activity Theory

Due to the fact that activities continuously evolve and alter, they are fundamentally marked by contradictions [16]. Contradictions are “historically accumulating structural tensions within and between activity systems”[21]. Engeström notes that they are a crucial factor for innovation and human learning [17]. Moreover, he explains that there are four key kinds of contradictions in AT [17]:

First-level contradictions are contradictions which appear inside of a component. E.g. the existence of a conflict between rules.

Second-level contradictions occur between two components, such as subjects not complying given rules.

Third-level contradictions describe potential problems caused by the relation between an existing activity system and its more evolved object or outcome [22]. There can be resistance to alter and update an existing system.

Fourth-level contradictions refer to tensions in the network of neighboring activity systems. Whenever components or results are part of more than two activities a conflict can occur.

5. An Activity Theory based Framework

According to Bedny [23], traditional AT is a complex and time consuming approach for research. It is for this reason that AT has been criticized as being “not a dead horse, but maybe a sleeping one” [12]. However, AT has contributed to the transformation of HCI and established itself as a major factor in the research of HCI [19]. Hence, Luber [24] analyzed the main disadvantages of AT with regards to Computer Supported Cooperative Work, which is a subgroup of HCI. These disadvantages were found by out carrying a literature review and sorting the results into different problem areas. Furthermore, a framework was developed, which intends to solve these problem areas. The framework provides a Microsoft Excel workbook and a process chart that should help future researchers to understand and apply the AT based framework. The framework is split into three phases: System Overview, System Analysis, and System Improvement [24]. These stages are going to be explained next, after introducing the seven identified problem areas (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Area</th>
<th>Problem Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Results out of the application of AT are not comparable. Researchers tend to interpret the theory differently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminology</td>
<td>Misunderstanding between the two terms ‘object’ and ‘objective’. AT terms are unknown to newcomers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>A standardization of AT is missing. There is no explanation how to document contradictions and recommendations for solving tensions in the activity system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical nature</td>
<td>Most of the time, AT application does not take Leontiev’s hierarchy system into consideration [15].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal nature</td>
<td>By describing an activity system, it is also important to illustrate the connection to neighboring activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contradictions</td>
<td>System tensions are not uniformly captured. A classification into the four different levels does not take place in many cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>A procedure for developing recommendations out of contradictions is missing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) In the System Overview phase the practitioner creates the whole activity system by ignoring vertical and horizontal aspects of Activity Theory.

By providing a structured process with standardized tasks, researchers can compare their results. Thus, the stated problems regarding flexibility and documentation are solved. Furthermore, researchers who are new in the field only have to read the provided introductory guide for the application relevant information of Activity Theory in order to understand the theory’s concepts. Consequently, the problem of correct terminology no longer exists.

(2) During the System Analysis phase the holistic activity is broken down into sub-activity systems, representing the consecutive process steps of the entire activity. The vertical and horizontal nature of Activity Theory is in focus [20].
Other than in Engeström’s model [17], the (desired) outcome is set as starting point of the (sub-) activity systems in the framework, following suggestions of Bedny [23] (see Figure 1). Furthermore, the desired outcome is decomposed into goals and their corresponding desired result. Goals constitute the improvement parameters of the system.

(3) The System Improvement phase is divided into two processes:

As a first step, all contradictions of the whole activity system, including all its sub-activities, are documented and categorized.

Afterwards, encountered tensions are resolved by the means of TRIZ and solutions are noted within the framework. TRIZ stands for the Russian acronym of “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving”. The theory was invented by the Russian engineer Gerich Altshuller and provides a systematic problem-solving tool [25]. For the sake of the AT framework, TRIZ has been slightly amended (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Procedure of solving a contradiction with TRIZ [24]](image)

By categorizing tensions and applying TRIZ the workbook tries to solve the stated problems regarding system contradictions and improvement.

6. Activity Theory in Healthcare

In the last years only few research on activity theory in a healthcare context has been undertaken. However, these studies have shown that AT is an appropriate tool to depict complex medical settings:

Riechert [3] applied AT to describe a chemotherapy ordering process in a non-for-profit hospital in Australia. She conducted a qualitative research, gathering data from specific studies, literature, and a case study [3]. Due to the fact that chemotherapy ordering is a major aspect of cancer treatment and is deemed to imply high risks, AT was elected as a “robust and rich lens” [3] to analyze success factors of the implementation process of a computerized physician order entry system. Therefore, the adaptive mapping process of Wickramasinghe et al. [26] was applied with a view to gain insight on the activity system of the ordering process. As a result, eleven tensions within the ordering procedure were uncovered. In conclusion, it was disclosed that AT is a proper theory to describe complex healthcare systems, because AT illustrates precisely the interactions and partnerships between the medical stakeholders of a process (doctors, nurses, etc.); AT helps to overcome barriers in healthcare and to provide best possible results for healthcare.

In another study of Engeström [27], AT was applied to depict the process of medical assessment of small children including their referral between hospitals and medical specialists. In this respect AT helped to encounter contradictions between the different healthcare institutions and to support practitioners to focus on the main causes of existing problems.

Coleman [28] described the readiness of using modern eHealth tools in South African health clinics. According to Coleman, this readiness can be divided into four subgroups with regards to the elements of AT: Need-change readiness for subjects, engagement readiness for objects, technological readiness for tools, and societal readiness for the community [28]. The findings of the study led to the suggestion that Engeström’s activity system [17] is a perfect framework to assess eHealth readiness [28].

As can be seen from literature, AT is a useful theoretical framework which helps to understand healthcare processes and their inherent problems [3] [27][28]. Yet it has not been applied on modern healthcare technologies, like a CPCS - introduced in the next section -, nor has an AT software been used to depict a healthcare activity system, revealing contradictions and providing standardized solutions.

7. Collaborative Patient Care Systems

Collaborative Patient Care Systems (CPCS) support the healthcare process by providing educational and entertainment resources for patients, communication channels between professionals and patients, as well as access to medical record systems [29]. In many cases they also feature solutions for the integration of existing hospital systems and workflow management. CPCS are distributed socio-technical systems with user-interfaces for patients in the form of bedside touch monitors and for clinicians and healthcare administration staff in terms of workstations and mobile devices.

CPCS offer many advantages, such as an increased patient experience, reduced errors by unreadable orders in computerized provider entry systems and improvement of communication [29]: apart from that,
they can shorten the length of stay for patients and, therefore, reduce costs for hospitals [30]. Summing up one can say that the implementation of an CPCS is always fulfilled with the intention of improving healthcare processes.

However, CPCS contain risks both on the operational and technical level. For instance, clinicians can trust the implemented system more than it is called for [29]. Moreover, the realization of CPCS can in some cases imply cumbersome and busier workloads, for the sake of process alignment [29]. Direct efficient communication between parties could also be prevented by filling out forms instead of talking [29]. Last but not least, besides coding errors and bugs in the software, the system could have flaws regarding its design, which cause problems during operation[29].

Nevertheless, CPCS offer a great chance to improve and revolutionize healthcare industry. For this reason we want to apply an AT framework on the CPCS of a non-for-profit hospital situated in Australia, uncovering and resolving contradictions in order to make the system a success for the hospital, clinicians, and patients.

8. Methodology

The current investigation involves a qualitative research approach to answer the research question: “How can AT facilitate the understanding of the benefits and challenges of a complex technology solution in a healthcare context?”

A case study methodology is followed because this study investigates a “how” research question, focused on a new evolving area with current relevance (i.e. contemporary events) and relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated directly, precisely and systematically by the researcher [31]. Hence, the case study approach is the appropriate method for conducting this research [31].

In conducting the explorative single case study, data was collected from the extant literature, archival records, interviews with key informants, and direct observations. The literature review and the archival records were critically evaluated and this assisted in developing an understanding of the general workflow processes executed in the hospital under study. Recognized techniques of thematic analysis were applied to the interview data [32]. The interview data was transcribed by one person and checked by another researcher to ensure a high level of data accuracy while data validity was achieved using triangulation [33]. This analyzed interview data provided information about the infrastructure and implementation of the CPCS in the health institution and its various establishments. Direct observations were made during a workshop, introducing the technology and software features of the CPCS.

The AT workbook (see section 5) was completed by using the accumulated data in order to depict the whole activity system in detail, as well as uncovering contradictions and finding solutions for tensions.

9. Application of the AT Framework

The activity under investigation is the workflow management of the CPCS “OneView Point of Care”, henceforth referenced as PoC. Corresponding to section 5, this case study is divided into System Overview, System Analysis, and System Improvement.

9.1 System Overview

The PoC provides several services for the hospital under research. There is an entertainment feature for patients, providing movies, audio books, music, and games on the bedside screen. Moreover, the patient can invoke relevant educational documents for their medical treatment and order their food on screen.

Nevertheless, in our study, we want to focus on the clinician’s side of the PoC, which is the workflow management (WM), because examining all available services would make the study too large.

The WM as an entire activity is composed out of four sub-activities: Room Ready, Admission Survey, Leader Rounding, and Nurse Rounding (see Table 3 for a brief description). The subjects of the activity system of WM are nurses as well as nonclinical staff for cleaning. The object is the patient, which has to be treated by the means of the PoC. The overall desired outcome of the activity is the healthy and satisfied patient.

Table 3: Sub-activities of workflow management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-activities of WM</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room Ready</td>
<td>The process required to ensure that the room is operational for new patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission Survey</td>
<td>A survey to capture the key patient items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader Rounding</td>
<td>Conducted at regular time intervals to verify that all open issues have been addressed and patients are tracking as expected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Rounding</td>
<td>Conducted regularly to ensure that patient vital signs, medications and other critical aspects of their care are all under control.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now that the overall activity system is defined, the sub-activities can be examined thoroughly in the System Analysis.
9.2 System Analysis

As the first step of the System Analysis, all goals of the holistic activity system have to be defined. The goals of WM are described in Table 4. Goals help to understand the purpose of the sub-activities and, consequently, assist the researcher finding contradictions [24].

### Table 4: Goals of workflow management [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WM-Goal</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost savings</td>
<td>The hospital saves costs by using the PoC system by implementing streamlined processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on priority actions</td>
<td>Processes are aligned towards the surveys clinicians have to fill out. For this reason, they can concentrate on their primary task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer experience</td>
<td>Increased convenience for patients and clinicians providing an easy to use platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health risks</td>
<td>The risks for patients to fall or to get served improper food is lowered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff hours</td>
<td>The PoC system optimizes workflows. This optimization leads to a reduction of working hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed occupancy rate</td>
<td>Improved bed-occupancy rates and service quality provided by facility employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call light usage</td>
<td>The usage of the call light button decreases due to the regular assistance of nurses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food waste</td>
<td>Nurses can change the diet plans of patients easily at the patient’s bed. This circumstance prevents food waste, as the patients always receive the food according to their needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, the sub-activities of the WM are described in detail. In the scope of this research, only the nurse rounding process is analyzed to impede complexity for the reader. Nurse Rounding is the process, in which a nurse visits their patients on a regular basis to ensure that the patient’s vital signs, medications and other critical aspects of their care are under control. The rounding process is connected with the AIDET pattern [34] and is composed out of these eight steps:

1. A nurse receives an alert that a patient needs to be rounded.
2. The nurse walks to the patient’s room.
3. The patient is acknowledged by the nurse.
4. The nurse introduces themselves and their task.
5. The nurse executes their task, while they are explaining what they are doing and answers questions to the patient.
6. After the task is completed, the nurse logs into the bedside PoC device, using their fingerprint.
7. The nurse selects the nurse rounding survey and fills it with the requested information, regarding the patient’s status.
8. Eventually, the nurse logs out of the PoC bedside system and asks the patient if further help is required. Then they leave the room and move on to their next patient or task.

The WM sub-activity of Nurse Rounding has a positive synergy effect with all goals, except “staff hours”, which has a neutral synergy, and “bed occupancy rate”, which has a negative synergy effect. Thus, it is likely that there exist contradictions regarding the bed occupancy. Nevertheless, Nurse Rounding shows the highest positive synergy effect in comparison to the other sub-activities and therefore is the most influential one of the whole system.

In the activity system of Nurse Rounding (see Figure 3), the patient is defined as the only object of the activity, although he or she could also transform into a subject while talking to the nurse [23]. This step...
was taken to simplify the context and to highlight the focus on the patient.

The nurse is the subject of the sub-activity system and interacts with the patient by the means of the PoC system. The nurse, therefore, has to comply these two rules: (1) a patient has to be rounded every 60 minutes; (2) a patient who calls assistance with their call light has to be rounded immediately.

The rules are prescribed by the community, which in this case is the non-for-profit hospital in Australia.

Within the scope of Nurse Rounding the division of labor consists out of nurses, who are responsible for the rounding itself, nurses, who are the managing units and assign patients to their subordinates, and the system administrator, who takes care for the smooth operation of the PoC system.

9.3 System Improvement

Eventually, after describing the sub-activities in detail, contradictions have to be uncovered and resolved:

As a first step, all contradictions in the system are revealed and categorized according to their levels. A brief extract of the contradictions found in the sub-activity system of Nurse Rounding can be seen in Table 5.

Table 5: Extract of found contradictions in the Nurse Rounding sub-activity system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – Intra component</td>
<td>Contradiction in Tools: It is not clearly shown in the PoC system whether a patient pressed the call light or is due for hourly rounding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Inter component</td>
<td>Contradiction between Subject-Tool-Object: The nurse positions the PoC terminal between themself and the patient. This error decreases patient experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Intra activity</td>
<td>Contradiction out of updating the system: Nurses could have problems adapting to PoC software updates because the system administrator did not inform them about new features or did not provide a necessary educational workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Inter activity</td>
<td>Contradiction between Nurse Rounding and Room Ready: No specification on what should happen when a room has to be cleaned by a cleaner and at the same time has to be rounded by a nurse. What happens if a nurse enters the patient’s room while the room is occupied by the cleaner? (This contradiction affects the “bed occupancy rate” goal negatively)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the contradictions are revealed and sorted according to their level, a general recommendation out of the TRIZ principle catalog [35] has to be found. In the case of our first contradiction (see Table 5), the segmentation principle was chosen. This principle considers that a problem can be solved by splitting the deficient component into independent parts or create a modular version of it [35].

It is defined that a call light request has higher priority than a necessary rounding visit due to the fact that a serious incident could have happened to the patient who called for help. In order to implement segmentation, the regular rounding and call light request should be displayed in different colors on the nurses’ user interfaces, so that they can interpret the rounding priority.

Table 6 describes briefly how the other three contradictions were solved.

Table 6: Solutions for revealed contradictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Implementation of Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Nurses have to be trained how to use the system properly and how to communicate to the patient while completing the questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gradual transition</td>
<td>Nurses can update their user interface manually and read the changes and new instructions when they have time for it. Until then the system remains the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>As a room cannot be occupied by a nurse and a cleaning staff at the same time, new rules and features at the PoC system have to be implemented. E.g.: When staff is logged into the PoC system at the patient’s bed, the room is set to “occupied”. This status can be seen on the entire station level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Discussion

This study has revealed implications for theory and practice. From the theoretical perspective, it has been shown that the addition of new aspects to AT, such as the analysis of sub-activities and the emphasis on improvement, adds depth and richness to the resultant analyses and thereby helps to develop a complete understanding of the specific context and impact of introduced or existing tools into an activity system. The standardized documentation of goals offers advanced insights in the purpose of activities and, therefore, can help to uncover tensions which cannot be identified at first glance. Additionally, contradictions can be uncovered easily by having a look at the overall activity system, as well as its sub-activity systems because the AT framework provides a much richer view on the activity than it Engeström’s
activity system does [17]. Ultimately, the recommendations by the means of TRIZ are a valuable extension to AT. TRIZ is applied straightforwardly, and the principles provide accurate indications for solving problems, respectively contradictions.

From the practical aspect, AT is suggested as a suitable framework to analyze sophisticated healthcare settings. Activity systems dialectically link material and social aspects and, thus, are perfect for healthcare, as clinicians frequently use technological tools to interact with their patients. In addition, AT provides another view on SCS in healthcare because social complexity can be depicted precisely. Albeit other modeling languages like Business Process Modelling and Notation illustrate processes in a more clearly arranged manner, AT can explain the social interactions behind the scenes. Moreover, defining the patient as the main object of the activity system emphasizes the human focus in healthcare. Thus, the researchers applying AT cannot easily digress to enhance or develop features which are not relevant for the patient’s health.

This case study has shown that the framework is not only applicable for Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), for which it was intentionally created, but also for STS in healthcare. However, there became certain differences apparent between the both research fields (see Table 7).

First of all, we recognized that in CSCW technical components are in focus. In healthcare, it is the opposite. The patient and the clinicians are the main drivers of activity. The social factor is the most important.

Second, the application of the AT framework on a CSCW system [24] has shown that its goals mostly are related to quality attributes of software, such as reliability or accessibility of information. These criteria are also important in the healthcare context, but in contrast to CSCW, they play a subordinate role. In healthcare, the goals always should be directed towards the needs of the patient.

### Table 7: Differences between CSCW and healthcare systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSCW systems</th>
<th>Socio-technical systems in Healthcare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical features in focus</td>
<td>Patient in focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals are mostly software quality attributes</td>
<td>Goals are mostly the satisfaction and health of the patient, as well as affordability of health care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Conclusion

This exploratory study demonstrated the usefulness of an innovative AT framework with enhancements towards analysis and improvement of activities in a clinical setting. For this reason, it is proposed to other researchers in the field of healthcare as a rich lens to detect and resolve problems in their systems. Nevertheless, there is also a need for further research to provide confirmatory evidence about the applicability of the presented framework in other STS areas, like digital learning or merchandise. This will form the focus of our future work.
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